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MATH 104 or MATH 184 (Circle one) Section Number:

Special Instructions:

No memory aids are allowed. No calculators. No communication devices. Show all your work;
Iittle or no credit will be given for a numerical answer without the correct accompanying
work. If you need more space than the space provided, use the back of the previous page.
Where boxes are provided for answers, put your final answers in them.

Rules governing examinations

o Each candidate must be prepared to produce, upon request, a
UBCcard for identification.

r Candidates are not permitted to ask questions of the invigilators,
except in cases of supposed errors or ambiguities in examination
questions.

r Candidates suspected of any of the following, or similar, dishon-
est practices shall be immediately dismissed from the examination
and shall be Iiable to disciplinary action.

(a) Having at the place of writing any books, papers
or memoranda, calculators, computers, sound or image play-
ers/recorders/transmitters (including telephones), or other mem-
ory aid devices, other than those authorized by the examiners.

(b) Speaking or communicating with other candidates.
(c) Purposely exposing written papers to the view of other can-

didates or imaging devices. The plea of accident or forgetfulness
shall not be received.

o Candidates must not destroy or mutilate any examination mate-
rial; must hand in all examination papers; and must not take any
examination material from the examination room without permis-
sion of the invigilator.
e Candidates must follow any additional examination rules or di-
rections communicated by the instructor or invigilator.
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[21] 1. Short Answer Questions. Each question is worth 3 points. Put your final answer
in the box provided, but NO CREDIT will be given for the answer without the correct
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(d) Find g'(z) if g(z): zi(e" +1).
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(e) Let f (*): rcos(r). Find the equation of the tangent line to f (r) at r: r/4.
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(f) Find the gr-intercept of the tangent line to y : l@) : #at the point on this curve

corresponding to x :3.
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[8] 2. Definition of the Derivative.

,ffi to compute the derivative of f (x) : -+ at' r-7
x:5. NO CREDIT will be given for using any other method.
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[10] 3. Math Cycles Co. makes and sells the world's first bicycle made of recycled plastic
bottles! When each bicycle is sold for $500, the weekly demand is 4,000 units. For every
$1 increase in the price of each unit, the number of bicycles sold per week decreases by 10.

Assume that it costs $300 to produce each bicycle.

(u) [Z] Find the linear demand equation for the Math Cycles bicycle.
and q for the weekly demand.

Use p for the unit price
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(") [t] Find the weekly revenue function E(q) os a functi.on of q.
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(d) [2] Find the break-even points for the Math Cycles bicycle. Give both the price p and
quantity q at each of these points.
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the price of its bicycles to increase its profit? Explain your answel.
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(") [Z] Find the marginal profit function Mp(q).

SWpor" tfrat Math Cycles is prodTcing and selling f bftycles, where f corresponds

to the largest q-value of all the break-even points. Should Math Cycles increase or decrease
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l7l  . Let a and b denote constants. Find the values of o and b so that the function

tt^\-l z+3e' if z<0,
l\&)- \ ar+b if.r>0

is differentiable everywhere.
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(D

[7] 5 Does f(r): cos2(r) -ln(r) have a root in (L,rlz)? Explain your answer carefully,

and be sure to justify each assertion you make.
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